
me we are being made to feel sorry for our-
selves. Correspondents express righteous in-
dignation at the shameful woy in which we
are being persecuted, and then do nothing
about it.

I think more than anything else you should
make us aware of how WE the readers are
falling down in our own behavior and lack
of concern. You should suggest ways by
which we may help to improve the homo-
sexual community. You should make us real-
ize that the problem of our relation to so-
ciety as a minority group will not improve
one iota until we ourselves do something
constructive about it.

You are not helping us by patting us on
shoulder and consoling us, and arousing
self· pity and righteous indignation within
us. Rather, you should chollenge us to stand
up and get going.

Mr. F.
Montreal, Quebec

Dear Mr. Slater,
You have been bravely carrying a torch

with a single purpose, but a vast majority
of subscribers and advertisers can't do that.
The majority still have to hide, or think they
have to hide their copies, and would not
dare be seen buying or reading a magazine
labelled homosexual, right out loud like ONE
does.

Label it "A Collection of Creative Writ-
ing," and not mention homo on the cover I

the masthead, or as a policy, because it
scares off desperately-needed purchasers, sub-
scribers, supporters and dollars. Let it be
unembarrassing to homos.

Mr. C,
San Diego, California

Dear Mr. Pedersen,
The general public will never care par-

ticularly whether homosexuals are being
treated fairly; it may be moved to action,
however, if it can be made to realize that
it too suffers in a very real degree from the
corrosive e·ffect of the infringement of any
group'. rights.

Your organization is also in the peculiar
position that as long as support can be
equated with admission, you will not receive
the support from the homosexual group to
which you are entitled.

ONE, like any organization, will stagnate
unless its ambitions are continually raised-
better stories, better orticlesr , better every-
thing, until the appeal is not merely to homo-
sexuals but to the entire portion of our popu-
lation that is interested in the significant
octions and thoughts of all groups.

Mr. S.
Chappaqua, New York

Gentlemen,
I have been earnestly trying to communi-

cate a viewpoint to you but you don't seem

to dig me. Your whole operation is off on
the wrong tactics and strategy. You are try-
ing to make an adjustment and compromise
that will not work. Your whole direction is
towards making life more tolerant, reasonable
and pleasant for homosexuality as it is. You
want to say, in terms of relative morality,
"We have just as much right to conduct our
personal, private sex lives as you do. You
have your place; we have a right to our
place. Let's be fair. Let's be just. Why must
you be so mean? Pretty please be nice. We
will be good boys, we promise."

You have simply got to stop going around
like weak sisters, or like a snake crawling
on its belly, and stand up like men and fight.
Solution of the population explosion rests
only with homosexuals. Heterosexuality can-
not solve heterosexuality any more than fire
can put out fire.

After thirty years of, "Please, please ... "
you might get minor changes of no conse-
quence in the laws. Perhaps it is hopeless,
you weak, nellie swishes haven't got enough
guts to stop trying to say "Pretty plecise" to
heterosexuals and to start fighting them
instead.

Mr. G.
San Francisco, California
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EDITORIAL
If there is anyone popular misconception riveted in the minds of

Amer-ican homosexuals, and to some extent in the minds, of the Amer-i-
can population in general, it is the belief that the sexual latitude offered
those living in Eurnpe iSIsomehow easier for the homosexual than is
that of the United States. Of course, as is usual with notions of the sort,
there is a certain area of truth about this one, even thnugh in many
important ways it could not be more false. The conviction is not unique
with Americans either, but is shared by those Europeans, both on the
Continent and in England, who are still bound by a superiority complex
with respect to anything Amer-ican,

A review of [uoent.us of Par-is (November, 1960) showed the difficulty
that publication had in getting a printer ~or its, work; the lead article
in this issue of ONE examines the Iessenfng of sexual liberty or just
plain personal liberty in France today under new interpretatinns of old
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"delits" as the French call misdemeanors. True, Arcadie continues to
f1nurish but it must woek in close harmony with the Paris, police and
with newsstand sales restricted. Arcadie alone, of all European homo.
phile magazines, even attempts to. sell in limited quantity nn the open
stand. Flnris van Mechelen, founder of Arnster-damts LC.S.E., visiting
ONE in 1959 and speaking of this very topic said "otherwise, Arcadie
makes no attempt to contact the rion-homophtle world."

All other homnphile publications there, are forbidden to sell in open
market. They are restricted to printing and publishing for their own
kind or own members. Der Kreis and Vriendschap are available only
through membership.

There is very little freedom in talking to oneself, we feel. On the
other- hand, the largest part of ONE's sales comes by competing on the
open newsstand with other magazines of the commerelal variety in
most of the big cities throughout the land. Anyone, of any age, with
the price of purchase may read ONEmagazine. This is an important way
foe us to.make new readers.

The homosexual American who can't wait to experience the uncon·
ditional license and understanding to be found in Europe should be
reminded that the life expectancy of European homophile groups, is
less certain than those found at horne, The span of ONE's,existence has
seen the birth and death of [uoetuue in France; the death of Die Insel
in Germany which became Der Weg, whose editors are constantly per.
sued by the police and who are only able to keep g,oingby rapidly and
deftly changing their address.; the failure ofDein Freund, alias Freond
whose legal troubles were described in Homosexuals Today; the demise
of Hell'as, Humanitas, Der 'Ring, all of Germany; the end of Vennen
of Denmark in a gigantic raid and Its eventual reorganization; and lastly
after all these years, the pressure from Swiss police to get Der Kreis
to move--after 25 years of publishing.

England, we should observe, doesn't even have a homophile pub-
lication. One Londoner- recently remarked that considering the need
there, what with the failure of the Wolfenden legislation, ONE should
be very popular in England.

Personal freedoms in Europe are indeed suffering. A November
27, 1960, Reuters despatch from Paris reported "France introduced
new measures today against pa-ostitutes homosexuals, and venereal
disease." Where is the sexual latitude when Andre Baudry, editor of
Arcadie, warns in his,Christmas, 1960, private newsletter to subscribers,
"Chers Amis: The latter half of the year was for all of us a period of
uncertainty, anxiety and fear. July brought the vote by Parliament, the
Government authorizing the taking of ~All suitable measures in the
struggle against homosexuality .... ' "?

"In the Official Journal, November 27, 1960, was published the text
[mentioned above] of the ordinance adopted in conformity with the
authority which had been accorded to' the Government. Article 2 of this
ordinance reads: 'Whenever an act of public indecency shall consist
of an act against nature with an individual of the same sex, the penalty
shall be impr-isonment of from six months to three years and a fine
of from 1000 NF to 15,000 NF.'"

Don Slater, Editor
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SHAKESPEARE ET GIDE EN CORRECTIONl\'ELLE? (Shake-
speare and Gide on Trial?): by Daniel Guerin_ In French;
published by Les Editions au Scorpion. Paris; France; 1959.
In this little volume Daniel Guerin, a well-known French

sociologist and historian and, since 1955, sexologist, has pre-
sented a collection of unrelated essays which when consiclered
as a whole raise a very interesting question. The author states
in his forward that homosexuality does not, or should not,
constitute any special problem unto itself. Homosexuality is
but one of many variants of the overall phenomena of love and
erotism. The real problem, he says, is that of sexualliberty--or,
to 'be even more precise, just plain personal liberty.

In the first essay the author, drawing upon the sonnets them-
selves, attempts to prove that Iiomasexuality is the central
theme of Shakespeare's love poetry. He states that the sonnets
have all too often been misunderstood and badly interpreted,
and he points out that in his spiritualized expression of one of
"love's variants," Shakespeare rose to the heights of universal
poetry. This little study is beautifully and critically written.

In the second essay Guerin attempts to defend Gide, the man,
the writer, arul. the homosexual, against those of his critics or
admirers who have tried either to apologize for Gide's sexual
tendencies, mininLize them, or even deny that Gide was what
Gide himself proclaimed.

In a few subsequent pages. Mr. Guerin strikingly describes
the "drama of homosexuality" in terms of the psychological
tortures which the taboos of our society impose upon the in-
dividual. In following essays the author considers the criminal
aspects of homosexuolity, In one he makes an analysis of the
Wolfenden Report on Homosexualitv in England. Then, he
considers the history of homosexual legislation in France and
describes in detail the provisions and operations of the French
penal code which have been in effect since 1945.

The volume contains, finally, a short eulogy of two recently
deceased sexologists, Alfred Kinsey and Wilhelm Reich.

Mr. Guerin's book is objectice, scientific and well written, and
should be read with interest and respect by either supporters
or adversaries of the various points of view which Mr. Guerin
presents. The following essay On "The Suppression of Homo-
sexuality in France" has been translated especially for readers
of ONE.

the
E,L >t====»r.c~SS'c:::;:)~

of homosexuality in france

by daniel guerin • translated by marcel ma'rtin
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In the foreword of this book I have

affirmed that homosexuality cannot
and must not be considered as a prob-
lem apart nor the liberation of the
homosexual as the selfish objective of
a minority. Homosexuality is only a
special case, a variant of all sexuality,
and must be considered within the
broadest framework and context. In a
pamphlet on Kinsey I tried to show
that the prejudice surrounding this
form of behavior stems in a large
part from the patriarchal deprecia-
tion of femininity, traditionally con-
sidered to be inferior, and that, from
this point of view, the cause of the
homosexual becomes entangled with
the cause of women. From the same
point of view I believe that the sup-
pression of homosexuality in France,
the subject of this study, cannot be
and must not be isolated from a much
greater whole. Our penal code, in those
articles which touch upon the sex life
of the individual, abound in superan-
nuated and abusive provisions. It is
not only Article 331, which concerns
homosexuality, which needs to be re-
vised and ameliorated but many other
texts which are equally unjust. Let us
consider, for example, the articles
which recognize the last, but by no
means negligible, vestiges of the in-
equality of women; those which still
permi t abuses in the power of the
husband and father; the one-sided
provisions which condone an adult-
erous male but penalize an adulterous
female; the long and onerous divorce
procedures; the continued outlawing
(in France) of artificial insemination;
the repressive legislation eoncerning
the dissemination of birth control in-
formation; the laws concerning ab-
ortion, prostitution, and all those pre-

tending to cover offenses "contrary to
good morals," etc.

A reform of our code (a reform
often promised but ever postponed)
should revise and correct the abuses
contained in all these texts, not just
those concerning homosexuality. The
author hopes that a committee compos-
ed of the most courageous and en-
lightened of our liberals and defend-
ers of the rights of man may soon be
organized with the purpose of per-
suading the public powers to under-
take at once this indispensable re-
form.

-x. * .x-

The persecutiori of homosexuality
has existed in France only a few years.
Before 1942 homosexual actions did
not constitute a crime. The Code
Napoleon of 1810 does not even allude
to homosexuality. That liberalism and
respect for the rights of men which
were fostered by the great French
Revolution were still an inspiration to
the law-makers of 1810. A tolerance
prevailed which professor of law
Garraud described in these terms:
"Every individual is master of his own
body as of his own intelligence, and
he is free even to debase them without
interference from the community."
The Napoleonic Code did not even
punish the sex act committed with
minors or children unless it was ac-
companied by force or violence.

But throughout the 19th century
and continuing today there has been
an evolution exactly reverse to that of
morals, which have tended to become
freer, and to that of our knowledge of
sexuality, which becomes ever more
extensive and profound. It is curious
and frightening that as the darkness is
dissipated, the deeper the light of
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knowledge penetrates into our igno-
rance, the farther do our- law-makers
sink into a retrogressive and blind
puritanism.

For example, the age below which
the sex act committed with :>. minor
becomes a crime-a crime not even
considered in 18lO-was fixed in 1832
at eleven, in 1863 at thirteen, in 1942
at twenty-one. In fact, on August 6,
1942, there appeared in the Journal
Officiel, Vichy, the following text:
"We, Marshal of France and Head of
the French State, decree: ... shall be
punished by imprisonment from six
months to three years and a fine,
whosoever should, to satisfy his own
passions, commit one or several im-
modest acts, or acts against nature,
with a minor of the same sex less than
tuientv-one years of age."

On February 8, 1945, General de
Gaulle, Chief of the Provisional Gov-
ernment of the Fourth Republic, re-
peated word for word, in a new or-
dinance, the decree of his predecessor;
several months later the text was in-
corporated definitively in Article 331
beginning with line three of the Penal
Code. Thus, without parliamentary
debate there was introduced into our
law the entirely new idea of an act
against nature with an individual of
the same sex, and that in the very
century in which all the savants from
William James to Iwan Bloch, from
Havelock Ellis to Freud, and later, to
Marie Bonaparte, Kinsey and Wolf-
enden, were establishing that homo-
sexuality must be considered as a nat-
ura] biological variation of the sexual
instinct, and that it should no more
be considered "abnormal" than the
particularity of left-handedness or
color blindness.

In order to understand this back-
ward evolution, this growing separa-
tion between knowledge and the law,
we must remember that the spirit of
the Petain-de Gaulle ordinances is ex-
actly the same as that which inspired
the revision of the Family Code which

parliament had, from the date of its
first introduction in 1930 consistently
refused to approve but which was
finally promulgated, thanks to "plen-
ary powers," by an order in council
on July 29, 1939, the very eve of the
war. Commenting upon this code one
of our magistrates inveighs against
those whose behavior results in "in-
citing sexual activity outside the
framework of marriage to which, in
our monogamous civilization, all sex
life must be constrained." By that
opinion we are all hog-tied-ali of us,
heterosexuals as well as homosexuals.
We must not forget this commentary
for it clearly reveals the true intent of
the clericallaw-makers-and I say ad-
visedly "clerical" and not "Christian"
-of 1942-1945.

I want now to point out that the law-
makers in setting at twenty-one the age
below which the homosexual act be-
comes a crime acted quite arbitrar-ily.
The excuse given is, of course, that
under twenty-one a young man lacks
necessary discernment. If this is true
how does it happen, then, that the law
considers a minor of sixteen to have
sufficient discernment to be able to
make a will? Furthermore, the law
sets at fifteen the age below which the
sex act with a female minor becomes
crimina'!' At fifteen, too, a girl is legal-
ly empowered to give her consent to
marriage. Is it not curious, then, that
in their relationships with men girls
should reach the age of discernment
at fifteen while men, in their relation-
ships with other men, should not reach
the age of discernment until they are
twenty-one?

Moreover, even if we assume that
the legislator was right in assuming
that fifteen or sixteen is too young why
was not the age set at eighteen which
in France is the age of legal majority
instead of at twenty-one which is that
of civil majority? At eighteen a young
man is considered sufficiently adult
(although out of respect to age-old
patriarchal tradition he is held sub-
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ject to parental authority until he is
twenty-one) that he is no longer
granted the protection of the juvenile
courts, but must be held accountable
for his acts before the ordinary courts
and must expect the same justice and
the same penalties as an adult. It is
precisely at eighteen, therefore, that
he becomes the recipient of the formi-
dable honor of being subject to the
guillotine.

Why should there be this time-lag
between the criminal majority and the
civil majority? Is it, explains one com-
mentator, because "the faculty of dis-
tinguishing and resisting evil is ac-
quired at an earlier age than is the
capacity for controlling one's business
affairs." In making this justification do
our jurists not then admit that a boy
of eighteen is capable of recognizing
and resisting evil? If, then, he com-
mits a homosexual act at that age why
should we not assume that he does so
with full knowledge of what he does?

Moreover, the criminal majority,
according to the ordinance of Febru-
ary 2, 1945, may, in the court's discre-
tion, be lowered from eighteen to six-
teen, some young men (so-called bad
actors) being presumed to be responsi-
ble for their acts from a very early age.
But for a homosexual offense the law
-if not the judge who still has, of
course, the potentiality of being more
indulgent-refuses to permit of the
slightest elasticity, the slightest con-
cession: twenty-one it is and not one
day less.

To go even further, so far as the
specific offense-apart from a homo-
sexual act-of rape or of contributing
to the delinquency of a minor is con-
cerned, the law stipulates that if the
act is committed without fraud or vio-
lence, it is punishable as such only if
the minor is less than eighteen, and,
the commentators explain, that over
eighteen "a minor's consent is no
longer nullified by any lack of discern-
ment."

And yet, so far as the simple homo-

sexual act is concerned, a young man
is considered as acting without dis-
cernment until he is twenty-one and
under this provision his partner is
subject to a maximum of three years
in prison. One may be justified in
asking whether this nee-puritanism
is not more concerned with the perse-
cution of the homosexual than it is
with the "protection of a minor."

Let us now consider how this retro-
grade legislation has been applied. I
have taken a number of statistics from
the "General Report of the Adminis-
tration of Criminal Justice," published
each year by the Minister of Justice.
In compiling these statistics I have
considered only the simple offense of
committing a homosexual act and have
excluded any aggravated offenses,
which may be even more severely
punished, such as:

1. Acts committed, even without
violence, with minors of less than fif-
teen years of a,ge.

2. Acts said to be an outrage of pub-
lic decency-punished in recent years
with extreme severity.

3. Homosexual acts accompanied
by force or violence.

4. Abduction or seduction of a
minor.

5. Contributing to the delinquency
of a minor.

Even within the scope of this volun-
tarily restricted investigation the re-
sults are sufficiently eloquent.

Let us examine first the accused by
occupation. For the years 1953, 1954,
1955, of 836 accused homosexuals,
511 were mechanics, clerks, or labor-
ers, a little more than sixty-one percent
of the total. Manual laborers alone ac-
counted for forty-two percent! These
figures show:

1. That, contrary to a wide-spread
but erroneous idea, notably in leftist
circles, and shared by Lenin, homo-
sexuality is not the exclusive preroga-
tive of the upper classes, and that W01-
fenden was right in concluding that
it exists in all levels of society.
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2. That it is not the famous writer,
the screen star, or the influential poli-
tician upon whom the law vents its
spleen, but upon the lowly, the weak
and the unknown.

If we consider the accused by age
group we find:

Under 20 4.1 %
20·30 27.6%
30·40 27.6%
40-60 33.4%

Over 60 7.2%
We see that over 40% of the accused

are over forty. In England the Wol-
fenden report showed a similar break-
down: the homosexual drama becomes
more intense in maturity and old age.

While still on the question of age let
us point out this paradox: while the
law proclaims itself to be justified as
a protection of youth from adults, it-
the law-is applied equally to those
cases in which minors are involved
with other minors. As one lawyer iron-
ically wrote me: "if the administrators
of our boarding schools wished to do
so, they could create a veritable log
jam in the courts concerned with such
offenses ... "

By sex we find that 97.5% of the
accused are male and only 2.5% are
female. While the law in principle ap-
plies equally well to females it would
appear that female homosexuality is
either considered to be less serious, is
less wide-spread, or, at the very least,
is less detectable than is masculine ho-
mosexuality.

As to marital status, forty percent
of the accused either are or have been
married. Marriage, thus, is no safe-
guard-in fact to the -contrary. Men
presently married constitute almost
thirty percent of the accused; men
who are married and fathers of chil-
dren, twenty-six percent. Imagine the
number of homes which are tragically
wrecked and dishonored, not so much
by the actual deeds of the accused as
by the scandal and disgrace of their
imprisonment.

As to nationality, 95.5% of the ac-

cused are French and 4.5% are for-
eigners.

The matter of foreigners brings up
the grave problem of prohibition of
residency for the offense 0.£ homosex-
uality. In 1942 there were two pro-
hibitions; in 1948, three; in 1950,
six; in 1952, two; 1954, three; in
1955, one. Is it conceivable that in
the France of the "rights of man"
an individual can be uprooted and
even expelled because of a simple
sexual act?

Let us now consider the sentences
applied, but allow me one preliminary
observation. These statistics contain
three grave lacunae:

1. Unlike the Wolfenden Report,
we do not have any figures as to the
number of cases detected by the police
but not brought into the courts. It
would be interesting to know the per-
centage of cases "not followed up." In
England these amounted to 20%.

2. We have no information as to
the length of time spent in prison by
persons while awaiting trial, though
we know that this period is often
quite long. In one recent case a
Parisian, thirty years old, caught in
a hotel with a twenty-year old part-
ner, was detained for six months
before being brought to trial. He
was then given a three months' sus-
pended sentence.

3. We have no information (and
understandably so) on cases in which
blackmail has figured. Homosexuals
are often victims of blackmail which
is encouraged by the very severity of
the law. Nor do we have any informa-
tion as to the attitude of the police
toward the blackmailer. (Blackmail is,
of course, difficult to detect for almost
always the homosexual victim, with
little protection against the blackmail-
er, accepts the conditions imposed and
remains silent.)

Now, I come to an analysis of the
court sentences. At the outset it ap-
pears that, as in England, the number
of convictions is steadily increasing as
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persecu tion becomes increasingly
severe.

In 1945 there were 22 convictions;
in 1946, 85; in 1947, 133; in 1948,
193. Thereafter the figure is over 200
each year, attaining in 1954 the figure
of 312. We shall further see that the
severityof sentences has increased also.

For the years 1945 to 1954, sen-
tences of one year or less constituted
81 %; more than one year, only 7.2%;
cases disposed of by fine only, 5.7%;
and acquittals, 6%. A little less than
30% of all convictions were given sus-
pended sentences. If we exclude sec-
ond offenders, who are automatically
denied a suspended sentence, the per-
centage is 33%. Second or repeated
offenders constitute 12% of all con-
victions.

This matter of second offenders is
extremely serious because:

1. The Penal Code (Articles 57
and 58) provides that a second of-
fender may receive a sentence of up
to double that fixed by law for a first
offense.

2. A second offender is anyone who
has a record of any previous convic-
tion which need not necessarily (and
usually does not) have any connection
with homosexuality.

By resorting to the technicality af-
forded in this second provision a judge
is often able to double the maximum
sentence of three years in prison as
fixed by the lawmakers for a homo-
sexual offense. Thus from 1953 to
1955, years during which the percent-
age of repeated offenders rose from
12% to 15%, we find one case of a
sentence of five years or more and five
cases of three years. or more.

From 1953 on we have at our dis-
posal machine record statistics which
permit a more detailed analysis than
do those for previous years. These
show the following for 1953, 1954,
1955:

More than one year: 18% (instead
of 7.2% for 1945-1954).

At least one year: 72 % (instead of

81%).
Fines: 9% (instead of 5.7%) .
Thus the net increase in the severity

of sentences is clearly seen. It is fur-
ther illustrated by a recent affair in
Coutances in which the accused (not
a second offender) was sentenced to
eighteen months in prison, plus a fine
of 100,000 francs; the sentence was
sustained by the Court of Appeals at
Rennes.

Further evaluation of the sentences
reveals for 1952-1955: more than three
months but less than one year, 42%;
three months or less, 30%.

On the other hand, the percentage
of suspended sentences has risen to
41 % (in comparison with 30% dur-
ing 1945-1954) which compensates, to
a degree, for the increased severity of
the courts.

In the armed forces and especially
in our "clerical" navy (and once again
I emphasize "clerical" and not
"Christian") homosexuality is re-
lentlessly ferreted out by means of
informers and even wen-paid pro-
vocateurs: considered a grave of-
fense against morals it is punished,
after a veritable secret inquisition
on the part of the security services
which becomes every day more zeal-
ous and more invasive of personal
liberties, and after all kinds of un-
speakable humiliations, by a sentence
of 30 to 60 days in prison. In the case
of a second offense, enlisted men
"whose bad conduct constitutes a
threat to discipline and a danger to
the morale of their units" are sent to
frightful special sections, but only if
they have not already completed their
compulsory term of service. If, on the
other hand, they are on active duty
but have completed their eighteen
months of compulsory service, their
term of enlistment is simply canceled
and, in their service record the line
"certificate of good morality" is blott-
ed out with a red line-even in cases
in which the individual may already
have been awarded a certificate of
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good conduct. This infamous red line
makes it very difficult to obtain civilian
employment. As for officers, they are,
after sixty days detention, placed on
inactive duty, and great pressure is
brought to bear upon them to submit
their resignations (legally, if they have
the stamina to do so, they can resist
this pressure and refuse to resign) to
which is added the dishonor and scan-
dal which the case may arouse. In
a very distressing and brilliantly
written account which will, we hope,
soon be published! a young officer
on active duty in Indio-China, en-
trapped by a fellow officer, an agent-
provocateur, describes the behi nd-
the-scenes machinations, both politi-
cal and religious, and the pitiless
persecution of which he was a vic-
tim. The general officer who pro-
nounced his expulsion from the navy
said to him: "I owe it to myself to
punish you out of respect to the very
God in whom I believe." But what is
even more shocking, the author reveals
that the pursuit of the homosexual in
which the naval Security Forces are
now engaged has become particularly
relentless in the last few years as the
result of precise instructions from the
Department of Military Personnel
which has acted in turn upon the "per-
emptory advice" of the United States
to their NATO allies "to purge their
services of all personnel who have any
'vulnerabilities'." To the detectives of
our naval forces, trained in the school
of the would-be-heterosexual Me-
Carthy, any man who is interested in
his own sex is automatically a poten-
tial "spy."

But to return to civil legislation, let
us consider- whether the law should or
should not be relaxed, at least in the
cases where the pa.rtner is willing and
is scientifically responsible for his acts.

A reader wrote to France Obseroa-

1. Des Pavois et des FeT8. eh.rowi=ue, 195441955.
(Translators note: A considerable portion of
this chron ical was published by Jwventue, issues
6, 7, 8).

teur, following the appearance of my
article on Kinsey, replying in the nega-
tive. He does not hesitate to group the
homosexuals with murderers. "To
maintain," he writes, "that the exist-
ence of homosexuals is proof that they
are natural is sheer fantasy. The fact
that murderers exist throughout the
world does not give moral sanction to
murder." And this reader, while "will-
ing to rise above the lack of under-
standing which our society has of ho-
mosexuals," contradicts himself im-
mediately by refusing to "claim for
them any legal rights whatsoever."

I have, now, thanks to this reader,
stated the question clearly: "Is homo-
sexuality injurious to society in the
same way as, for example, murder or
theft ?"

On this point Kinsey is categorical.
He denies that homosexuality repre-
sents a social danger, and deduces
therefrom that it should not be punish-
ed by law. The Wolfenden report is
of the same opinion. It is certainly a
complex question, and I cannot at-
tempt to treat it within the framework
of the present study. It is barely pos-
sible that the interests of society as a
whole, or if you prefer, of the hetero-
sexual majority, are not always those
of the homosexual minority. But it
should not be impossible in a demo-
cratic society to reconcile occasional
variant interests without destroying
any of the fundamental rights of man.
As Kant wrote: "Noone can force me
to be happy in the way he thinks I
should be happy; everyone should seek
his own happiness in the way that
seems best to him, provided that he
does not in so doing destroy the free-
dom of others to do the same, a free-
dom which can co-exist with that of
everyone else, in accordance with a
universally possible law."

Another of my readers was inspired
with a greater tolerance than was the
one cited above. He believes that each
being is free and the master of his own
life, and that men should not exert any
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pressure, or erect any laws, to forbid
certain sexual practices, so long as,
of course, these take place between
consenting individuals.

It is a surprising thing that in a re-
cent report on youth the French In-
stitute of Public Opinion should have
ventured to attribute to our youth,
with a questionable unanimity, an at-
titude of rejection and suppression of
prostitution and homosexuality, for, in
the end, rejection and suppression are
not at all the same thing. A great many
of our young people, while they may
rej ect such behavior for themselves,

ILLUSION

do not necessarily wish to see the re-
pressive arsenal of the State (which
many consider as a "state of class dis-
tinction") unleashed against the ho-
mosexuals.

Still another reader, most humane
of all, it seems to me, wrote me: "If
homosexuality were considered by
public opinion as simply one of the
many forms of love, as natural as any
other, there would not in all probabi-
lity be one homosexual the more ...
but there would be a great many more
happy men."

And that is my conclusion.

£,1..

The nimble fingers of the rain,
barting through the web of summer,
Wove the drunken breath of grain
Into a fabric crazed with light.

•
Which you wore: lame of sunray
Silken wheat upon your head.
Pale as night the other one lay
Beside you on your grass-downed bed.

No further food; he appetized
On sight alone, and then was done.
For, lying there, he realized
That he was I, and you were none.

-Dorian Mode
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tangents
news & views

Simon Raven, author of The
Feathers of Death, writing in En-
counter for November, 1960, on the
male prostitute in London under the
title "Boys Will Be Boys," places his
boys in 5 categories. From these he
explains simply how, in what man-
ner, where, and when they carryon
their business. He shows remarkable
restraint in not concerning himself
with the moral implications usually
discussed, nor in even treating the
subject as a problem. He merely
starts with the familiar truth that
London [ike other large cities has
its demand for male prostitutes and
goes on from there in the simplest
and most concrete terms.

In his first category come young
men of the armed services-mem-
bers of whatever units happen to be
stationed or on leave in London, in-
cluding Her Majesty's Guard. The
second category consists of boys
who have full-time and respectable
jobs of a more or less "refined" na-
ture (hairdressers, low-grade cou-
turiers or interior decorators) but
who are not above improving their
incomes by an occasional evening
"on the game." His third category
finds a type of boy of poor intell i-
gence and low town background
who has neither the ability to get a
job nor the application to stay with
it if he should, and drifts around
doing a series of dull, heavy, ill-

by del mcintire

paid tasks when and as they can be
found. In his fourth category is the
boy who is prepared to turn his hand
to anything at all so long as it is not
an honest job (however pleasant)-
the classical type who has somehow
gotten it into his head that the only
money worth making is to be made
from shady enterprises: petty theft,
dope-passing, bookmaking, hired
violence, etc. The fifth and last cate-
gory is that, of course, of the full-
time professional male prostitute,
who lives solely by his sexual trade
and talents.

All of Mr. Raven's categories are
familiar, and we can easily recog-
nize their members. It is interesting
to learn which group of the 5
fares best according to the author.
But, we find ourselves asking, what
about the cIients of these young
men?

COPS, COURTS AND LEGISLATURES '11

Repeal of the exclusionary rule of
evidence would pave the way for a
"roughshod invasion" of individual
liberties, Judge Louis H. Burke, pre-
siding jurist of Los Angeles Superior
Court, declared lost month.

Advocates of stiffer narcotics pen-
alties and an end to the exclusion-
ary rule established in the Cahan
decision are bound to exert "tremen-
dous public pressure" upon the
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California Legislature for tighter
laws.

Repeal of the Cahan rule, which
prohibits the introduction of evi-
dence obtained by illegal means,
would be "a step backward," and
would probably not be limited to
narcotic cases, the jurist said.

"The California Supreme Court
(in the Cahan decision) considered
violations of individual liberties as
a greater threat to our people than
the evils sought to be eliminated by
unwarranted police activities."

Los Angeles Police Chief Parker,
outspoken foe of the Cahan deci-
sion and proponent of stiffer penal-
ites has argued so boldly in favor
of a pol ice state, that he has even
come into public collision with FBI
Director, J. Edgar Hoover, whose job
he appears to be out to get. In a
recent statement Parker went so far
as to say "As long as the Constitu-
tion guarantees to every citizen the
right to move freely, it makes it pos-
sible for criminal elements to oper-
ate .... " Parker would have a na-
tional crime unit and apparently do
away with the Constitution. But
Hoover has objected that "there is
no place in this country for even the
germ of a national police."

Calif. state officials including Gov.
Brown and Atty. Gen. Mosk now are
on record as favoring enactment of
stiffer legislation governing arrest,
evidence, and search and siezure
which would greatly upset consti-
tutional safeguards.

We would not like to sacrifice our
constitutional law. As Judge Burke
has said: "Federal authorities have
learned to live with it, and there is
no sound reason why our police
cannot do so."

PEN-PALS, PIN-UPS

Readers of ONE Magazine will
feel less unkindly toward the edi-

tors' policies against pen-pals (see
Sept. '59, Jan. '60 issues) and phy-
sique photos (see Jan. '61, Editorial)
when they fully understand the
dangers. In Chicago, a Federal
grand jury, climaxing 6 months of
investigation of two organizations
who solicited members through
advertisements placed in magazines
dealing in "physique photos," on
January 16 named 52 persons on
charges of conspiracy to mail ob-
scene matter or of sending such mat-
ter through the mails. Named in
the indictment were actors, teachers,
students, truck drivers, and even one
clergyman.

The investigation originated with
response by wives and mothers to
the vigorous alarms of past-Post-
master Gen. Summerfield who fre-
quently forgot that the Post Office
is a service in order to launch his
campaigns against obscenity. The
idea was for the mothers to turn

over to the Post Office envelopes that
had carried allegedly obscene ma-
terial.

Robt. Tieken, U. S. Atty. for the
Northern III. district, on the other
hand, explained that Postal author-
ities claim "that the biggest increase
in obscenity has occurred in the field
of correspondence between males
with deviate tendencies." Who have

. ?wives ....
Circulation of mailing lists and ex-

changes of addresses led to the for-
mation of "pen-pal" clubs, which
undertook to fur n ish members
monthly with names of people with
whom they could exchange letters
and pictures for a membership fee
of $5.00.

While continuing to increase
postal rates, Summerfield carried on
expensive unrel"ated campaigns for-
getting that his first duty was the
efficient delivery of the mail. It was
our hope that new Postmaster Gen.
J. Edward Day would be aware of
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the high cost of such extra-curricular
preoccupations, but on a recent TV
show with Paul Coates he promised
to continue Summerfield's efforts to
shield Americans from obscenity.

dred-meter mince? The purse-put,
the hop, skip and hug, the kiss
blowing relay, the team daisy chain,
the grueling handkerchief wave
. .. " were other events that came
to mind. They concluded that the
"broad jump would have to be elim-
inated entirely." The Best All Round
Boy would be selected by the length
and softness of his eyelashes. They
added that they knew "of just the
character to head up this team. He
thinks drag races are run by fellows
in high heels."

AMERICA'S BEST

What would happen, mused
Playboy Mag. in its Dee. issue if the
U. S. rounded up a team of homo-
sexuals and entered a "limp-wrist
contingent in the next Olympic
Games? Think of the events they
could have: How about the hun-

ONE INSTITUTE
The Only School of Its Kind in the W.rld

Authoritative Teaching About Homosexuality
Classes That Will Help YOU Solve Your Problems

ENROLL NOW

Spring Seillester Starts February 6

HS·131 HOMOPHILE LITERATURE. A laboratory workshop, using the rich
material available in ONE's Library; rare books, manuscripts, and other
resources from this special collection; bibliographical study, critical
evaluation, research. Tuesday evenings, 8-10.
Instructor, Don Slater.

HS-211 HOMOSEXUALITY IN HISTORY. The role of the homosexual, his
influence on society, the homosexual as hero or as scapegoat; illustra-
tions from the decline of Rome through the fantastic Middle Ages, to
the lusty Renaissance and the brawling courts of Germany, France and
England; sessions on homosexuality in India, China and among the
Inca and Aztec civilizations; the modern world. Thursday evenings,
8-10. Associate Professor W. DOrT Legg.

HS-261 THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF HOMOPHILE EDUCATION.
The tabulation of personal questionnaires from all over the world;
evaluation of the proceedings of the 1961 Midwinter Institute; editor-
ial preparation of data for publication and other uses. Monday even-
ings, 8-10. Associate Professor W. DOrT Legg.

Fees for eighteen week semester, $15 for each course, single sessions $1

Address all inqniries to ONE Institute
232 South Hill Street, Los Angeles

Classes held Room 330, 233 South Broadway, Los Angeles
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GOOD BEADING FOR YOU
FORMER ISISU'E!SOF ONE MAGAZINE

SHORT STORY
GROUP

seven back issues for
$1.50

f
t

CELEBRITY
GROUP

five back issues for
$1.00

LESBIAN
GROUP

ten back issues for
$3.00

BROTHER GRUNDY
GROUP

~

J,

four back issues for
$1.00

THE TEN
GROUP

ten back issues for
$1.98

Eighteen interesting short stories by Clarkson,
Crane, Geoffrey Wright, Jody Shotwell, John Paul
Tegner, Arnell Larsen and others.
The issues of December, 1954; August, 1955; Feb-
ruary, October-November, 1956; January, 1957;
May, 1958; July, 1959. Value $2.25.

Stories and articles by Norman Mailer, James Barr,
Albert Ellis, Donald Webster Cory, Edward Podol-
sky, Joseph Wood Krutch, Clarkson Crane and
others.
The issues of February, 1953; July, 1954; January,
April, 1955; February, 1957. Value, $1.50.

Stories, articles, editorials by and about women-
cover portraits of Eve Elloree and Ann Carll Reid.
Such writers as Del Martin, Emily Jones, Lou Me-
Lean, Marlin Prentiss, J. Lorna Strayer, Geraldine
Jackson.
The issues of June-July, August-September, Decem-
ber, 1956; June-July, December, 1957; January,
April, December, 1958; January, August, 1959,
Value, $4.25.

Poems by the famous BROTHER GRUNDY-
"Rough Trade," "The Ballad of B. A. Beach,"
"Lord Samuel and Lord Montagu,"-the poem
that went all the way up to the U. S. Supreme Court
before it was "cleared," and others.
The issues of October, 1954; July, 1955; July,
1958; August, 1959. Value, $1.50.

Articles on religion and the homosexual, you and
the law, short stories, poems and editorials of value
to everyone.
Two issues from each year, 1954 through 1958,
none of them included in any of the groups above.
Value, $3.25.

ONE, Incorporated, 232 South Hill Street, Los Angeles 12
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fiction by drake beardsley

. Bernie Glutz untied his tie and flopped backwards on the bed. The day had
been brutal and he was tired. Bernie stuffed an old pillow under his head and
stared at the ceiling, his eyes fixed upon a flake of paint nearly ready to fall.
Actually, he wasn't really concerned for the same condition had existed for the
past three years.
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Yes, it had indeed been a rough day. He remembered the repeated torture
he had again suffered. It had happened early this morning, and so the sorrow
had followed him throughout the day. Bernie was the office boy in a large
factory. Sometimes they used him to carry messages throughout the plant. Such
had been the case that morning. He was walking through the welding shop when
it happened. A new welder-a huge, grimy, shirtless man-had said it. "Is
that fella a midget?" the big man asked another welder as Bernie passed.

"He's a nice kid. Don't pick on him," the other answered.
The new welder roared with laughter. It was a loud, cruel laugh. "Hey," he

shouted at Bernie, "why don't you get a job in a circus?" He yelled something
else but Bernie didn't hear the words; he was running too hard.

Throughout the morning he could hear the cruel laughter. Once, he even
walked into the men's room and stood before the mirror. Alone in the lavatory
tears formed in the eyes of Bernie Glutz, for the mirror seemed to agree-he
should join a circus. Only slightly more than five feet tall, his slim body sup-
ported extremely wide hips. Furthermore, although he was twenty-five, his face
was soft and beardless.

Standing before the mirror, he remembered another day of sorrow not too
long ago. He had been walking along the sidewalk when he passed two middle-
aged ladies. "It's a sin against God," one 0'£ them said, "for a woman to go
around dressed like that." Bernie had turned around and discovered that they
were looking at him. And the shame returned.

Bernie walked into a cubicle, tore off a chunk of toilet paper and wiped the
tears from his eyes. Then he returned to work, but the sadness lingered through-
out the day. There had been one bright spot in the otherwise bleak day. It
occurred at lunchtime in the cafeteria. He had seated himself and was in the
process of unloading his tray.

"Hi, Bernie," said a masculine voice. "Can I eat with you?"
Bernie looked up and saw Frank Peterson-the welder who had defended

him earlier-holding a tray of food and smiling.
"Sure, sit down," said the little man. Bernie liked Frank better than anyone

in the whole plant. Mostly, it was because Frank treated him warmly and as an
equal. Also, the welder received Bernie's admiration because of his size-well
over six feet tall, he was barrel-chested with a deep, booming voice. His face
was tanned deeply from welding; it was a face seemingly molded from rock.
Frank was the only big man who had ever treated Bernie like a fellow human
being.

"Why the long face?" Frank asked with a grin.
"You know the answer to that one," Bernie answered candidly.
The big man unloaded his tray and seated himself. "I'm sure sorry that hap-

pened. If that sonofabitch ever shoots off his mouth like that again, well I'll
kick the crap outta him."

"Forget it, Frank," he answered sadly. "He was only telling the truth. Maybe
I do belong in a freak show."

"Aw, what the heck are you talking about!" Frank took a big bite of food,
then munched on it silently for several minutes-or so it seemed to Bernie.
"What you need is to. get out more," he said finally. "How often do you go out
with girls?"

"Never," the little man answered truthfully.
"Tell you what, I've got a gal I now-and-then date. I bet she could fix you up

'I)
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with a girl-friend, and we could double-"
"Thanks anyway," Bernie interrupted. "I appreciate your offer to help-

believe me, I do. It won't work, though. Girls don't like me. I'm just too dumpy
looking, I guess."

"Aw, this time it will be different. You wait and see."
A look of deep sorrow covered Bernie's face. "Please don't ask me to do it,

Frank. I can't stand any more humiliation. I just can't stand it!"
"Hey, calm down," Frank cautioned. "I'm sorry as heck, Bernie. I was only

trying to help." .
"I understand that, and I'm grateful-deeply grateful. I'll never forget you

for it. I swear I won't."
At that point Frank had tried to change the subject, and so the conversation

turned to sports and politics. Finally, they finished eating, then the whistle blew
and they returned to work. Despite the friendly interlude with Frank, Bernie
spent the afternoon in misery.

Now the workday was, over, and Bernie rested in the seclusion of his one-room
apartment, contemplating the flake of paint. He closed his eyes and slept.

An hour or so later Bertha awakened him. In the soft mist of half-sleep he
could hear her calling-demanding that he awaken. No one else could have
heard her, for Bertha was buried deep within Bernie. She was his alter-ego.

"Wake up, Bernie," she demanded inaudibly. "I want out of this cage!"
"Give me time," Bernie pleaded, trying to shake sleep from his eyes. Bernie

rarely argued with Bertha; she was the boss.
"After the miserable mess you made of things today," she said, "I feel in the

mood to have a real fling!"
'Bernie rose and walked to the stove where he turned the heat on under some

stale coffee. "Let me get some coffee and wake up," he pleaded. '
"Later!" she snorted. "I want out of here-and quick!"
Bernie sighed and turned the flame low under the coffee-pot. He wasn't really

unhappy about Bertha's demands; he just didn't like being rushed. He removed
his trousers and hung them neatly in the closet. Then he took off the rest of his
clothing. Completely naked he moved to a bureau and opened the top drawer.

"Take a shower first!" Bertha snorted angrily.
"Sorry, I forgot." Bernie answered. He snapped the drawer closed and walked

into the bathroom. Minutes later he stepped from the shower and dried himself.
Then he returned to the bureau.

Bernie removed a pair of orchid lace panties from the top drawer. He stepped
into them, then pulled them snugly over his round, full hips. From the same
drawer he extracted a white, padded bra which he quickly snapped into place.
Bernie further dressed himself in a white panty-girdle, nylon hose, and a pink
half-slip.

He moved into the bathroom, and before the mirror his experienced hand
carefully applied lipstick, mascara, eyebrow pencil, and rouge.

"What dress do you want?" he asked Bertha.
"The red sheath," she answered. "Tonight I feel sexy!"
Bernie walked to the closet, opened the door, and looked among the dozen

or so dresses which hung inside. He removed it, then pulled the dress down
over his head. It was ~ very tight dress which clung to his padded figure like a
second skin. Quickly he took a pair of red high-heeled shoes from the closet,
then slipped his feet into them ..
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He was ready for the final touch. Bernie took a large hat-box from the closet
shelf, and from it removed a long blond wig. It was a very expensive wig. In
buying it for Bertha, he had spent more than a week's salary. It was worth it,
however, for the wig was flawless. Bernie placed the wig on his head, and with
that gesture Bertha took over.

She moved before a long, full-length mirror. "How do I look?" she asked.
"Bertha, you're beautiful," Bernie's voice answered from deep within her.

The remark was completely true, and both Bernie and Bertha knew it. As a
boy he was short, dumpy, and impossible. As a girl, she was slender with a
perfect figure. Her face was delicate and feminine. The careful use of make-up
made it a startlingly beautiful face. Men always turned their heads when Bertha
walked by.

Bernie kept her from going out much. Actually, he was afraid of her, for
the police would gladly arrest her, and too, there was a danger where men
were concerned. Like any normal female, Bertha had an intense interest in
men-a dangerous situation under the circumstances. Bernie, however, felt no
sexual interest in the male animal. None whatsover. As a matter of fact, he had
often felt a certain sexual desire for women. His efforts, however, in this direc-
tion had always been frustrated. He had long before stopped chasing women.

Bertha walked to the bureau drawer and extracted a pair of earrings and a
necklace. She snapped them on, picked up a white purse into which she put
Bernie's money. Then she turned the fire off under the coffee, and walked out
into the night.

Her first stop was at a small cafe where she ordered dinner. Throughout the
meal, she noticed the tall, handsome fry-cook eyeing her hungrily. Bertha smiled
and flirted with him. Nothing came of it, however, for soon she was strolling
down the street again, still alone.

Suddenly, Bertha felt the urge to be picked-up by a man. She could hear
Bernie warning and pleading, but she ignored him. She entered a soft lighted
cocktail lounge and seated herself at the bar.

"Make it a gimlet," she told the bartender in a soft, contralto voice. A few
moments later the drink was placed in front of her. She reached into her purse
for money.

"I'm buying the lady a drink," a male voice announced. Bertha turned and
smiled at the handsome Marine sergeant sitting next to her.

"Thank you," she said, narrowing her eyes into a passionate and seductive
look. "

"Stop it!" Bernie's voice bellowed from below. "Quit before it's too late."
"Wow, I go for you, baby," the Marine said, gently placing a hand on her

knee. Bertha gently squeezed his hand. A tingle ran up her spine.
Some three drinks later, the sergeant was kissing her ear and running fingers

gently o-ver her knee. "I gotta car outside," he whispered. "Want to go for a
ride?"

"I'd love to," Bertha sighed.
"No! No! No!" Bernie was wailing.
Bertha rose. The Marine moved behind her and placed hands gently around

her tiny waist. She turned to face him. The sergeant kissed her lips. Bertha was
elated.

"Oh, God, no!" Bernie wept.
The Marine led her outside to a waiting car. He opened the door and Bertha
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slid inside. The sergeant walked around the auto and crawled in next to her.
Then he pulled Bertha to him and kissed her passionately. She sighed happily.

Their love-making continued there in the parked car for several minutes, all
the while building intensity. Suddenly, the Marine let out a vicious bellow; it
was a wild, hysterical, near-scream. Then he hit Bertha full in the face, opened
the car door and kicked her onto the sidewalk. "You're a goddamned fag!" he
screamed. Then he started the engine and drove off amid the screech of burning
rubber.

Bertha was sitting in a crumpled heap on the sidewalk, tears streaming down
her cheeks. The side of her head-the place where he'd hit her-ached with a
dull, throbbing pain. Her dress had ripped along the seam, exposing her entire
leg. She heard heavy footsteps running toward her. Suddenly, Bertha felt her-
self being lifted to her feet by strong, gentle hands.

"You all right, Miss?" a voice asked.
She recognized the voice, and turning, found herself in the arms of Frank

Peterson. Bertha nearly fainted with shock.
"Oh, no!" Bernie wailed silently. Then he realized that Frank might not

recognize him. Bertha and Bernie looked very different. The little man uttered a
silent prayer.

"I think I'm all right," Bertha told Frank. Her reaction, however, was quite
different from Bernie's. She looked up into the big man's face and knew she
was in love. She had never told Bernie before, but her eyes had also seen Frank
across a cafeteria table. She had listened to his deep, masculine voice so filled
with warmth. She had, it seemed, always been in love with the big man. Yet,
for Bernie's sake, it would be better if Frank failed to, recognize him.

"Your face is banged up," Frank said. "Why don't you come over to my place
and I'll put some cold packs on it?"

"Don't do it!" Bernie urged.
"I don't really think 1 should," Bertha told Frank.
The big man smiled warmly. "I promise not to make a pass at you."
"Well, all right," she answered.
-r want to go somewhere and die," Bernie wept.
Frank took her gently by the arm and they moved to his parked car. A few

minutes later he unlocked his apartment, flipped on the light, then helped
Bertha to a sofa. Frank walked into the bathroom, returning a moment later
carrying an ice-bag.

"You know," he said with a smile, "I don't even know your name."
"Bertha," she answered.
He moved into- the kitchen and began filling the bag with ice-cubes.

"Bertha ... 1 like that name. Somehow, it sort of fits you. Soft and feminine-
like."

The words cut through her like a knife. She wanted him so badly . . . so
terribly, terribly much.

"For my sake, please remember," Bernie urged. her.
Frank then seated himself beside her on the sofa, his massive hands gently

pressing the ice-bag against her swollen cheek. "Even with a busted face, you're
beautiful," he said.

Bertha felt like weeping. She had been chased by men before, but always
they represented only a fling, something important only for a moment, some-
thing to prove her own identity. Now, she was in love, but could do nothing
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about it. If she let Frank touch her, not only would she quickly lose him, but
Bernie, too, would suffer the loss of a friend. No, it was much too dangerous.

For almost an hour Frank sat next to her holding the ice-bag. As time passed
her face began to show the deep longing. Actually, Bertha wasn't aware of the
passion burning in her eyes. The change had come about so gradually.

Finally, Frank laid the ice-bag on a coffee-table. Before she realized what was
happening, he had pulled her to him and was kissing her passionately. Her
heart was pounding with joy. Then complete understanding filled her. Bertha
leaped to her feet and moved to the middle of the livingroom. "You promised,"
she said, her eyes filling with tears.

"You wanted me to kiss you, Bertha," he said compassionately. "Your eyes
were begging me."

She began to weep almost hysterically. "Maybe I did! Maybe I'm in love with
you. Maybe I'll never be the same again because of that kiss! But the whole
things is impossible."

Frank moved quickly to her, then started to embrace her.
"Leave me alone!" Bertha screamed. She walked to the sofa and burying her

head in her arms, Bertha began to cry softly. She was huddled in a pathetic
little ball on one end of the sofa.

"Bertha, 1 understand the problem," Frank said softly.
"No you don't. No one understands. It's impossible. The whole world is im-

possible. Oh, God, please let me die."
"Dammit, I do understand," he pleaded.
"It's impossible," she repeated.
"Bertha, raise your head and look at me," Frank commanded harshly. She

obeyed the command, her eyes now also swollen, and streaks of mascara smudged
on her puffed cheek.

"Honey," he began. "I understand your-well, call it relationship to Bernie
Glutz."

"You what?" she exclaimed fearfully.
"I've known for several weeks, now." he said compassionately. "I went over

to see Bernie, and you came out of his apartment. It wasn't really a shock. I
guess I've always figured that Bernie would have made a beautiful female."

Bertha's heart was pounding wildly. Bliss began to fill her.
"Y ou see, baby," he continued, "I've been following on several different oc-

casions. I wanted to talk with you, but dammit, I didn't have the nerve. Anyway,
I figured by following you around-I would be near if trouble happened."

"You mean you know about the other men?"
"Yes, and I know why too. The whole thing makes sense. I couldn't really

stop you from going out with that Marine, but anyway I was there to pick up
the pieces."

Frank moved to the sofa and seated himself beside her. "That remark at lunch
today, about going out with girls. I did it to throw you off the track, just lost
my nerve again." He offered Bertha a cigarette, then took one himself. "Tell
me, baby," he almost whispered, "have you ever thought of spending your
life as-well, a house-wife?"

"Yes," she answered softly. "Many times."
Frank pulled Bertha to him and looked tenderly into her soft, brown eyes.

"Maybe we can work something out," he sighed. '
And deep within her, an unhappy misfit named Bernie Glutz closed his eyes

and died.
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SERPENT IN THE SKY by Irwin
Rose, Assoctated Booksellers,
$3.50, 246 pp.

Two socially underprivileged per·
sons, Mike and Gloria, try to better
themselves through relations with an
advertising executive, Paul Rothman,
whom they little dream to be a schizo-
phrenic with a Messianic obsession.
Paul, who is impotent, is reawakened
sexually by Gloria, but soon his per·
versions degrade her. Paul's relations
with men are orally focussed. All the
characters in the book are perhaps
more or less psychotic.

Risque, pulp writing with poorly
connected incidents is the book's style.
The author assumes that sensational
incident,' murder, sex p e r v e r-
sions and religious mockery can sub-
stitute for good writing and excuse
his unnatural style. The book adds
nothing commendable to homophile
literature. In fact it contributes noth-
ing heretofore unknown about the
seamier sides of life.

A most repellant book for those
readers who hope to be edified and it's
too trite to even shock. Too many
writers have very tiresome axes to
grind without ever contributing any-
thing to the spiritual needs of the
reader.

MYROYALPAST: The Memoirs
of Baroness von Btilop, nee
Princess Theodora Louise AI.
exina Ludmilla Sophie von
Eckez-marrn. Waldstein. As told
to Cecil Beaton. Revised Edi-
tion. N.Y.: The John Day Com.
pany, 1960. $5.00.
If you've not the "gay" side to

your homophile soul, if you've never
said, "It's a camp!", if you're the
butch type that gets the vapors at
the very idea of drag-then this is not

for you.
"As told to" Cecil Beaton (Library

of Congress calmly catalogs the book
as fiction under only his name), the
Baroness, poor homely, pompous, fat-
uous "'Hilda", tell us her royal life,
filled with mad royalty ("The sister
of the Grand Duke would sometimes
have the delusion that she was a tea-
pot and, crooking her arm to her
forehead, would shout, 'Pour me
out!' "), with the gay baron she was
married off to (who ignored her for
sailors and turkish baths), with sin-
gular asides ("I envied the peasants
... plying, under the haystacks, their
crude implements"), crazy queenly
recipes ("brown gently, ever so gently
. . . Put on ice an hour before and
after serving"), and with a wild "er-
rata" and index ("Lesbians, 69")
that has nothing to do with the text.

And there are the wonderful Cecil
Beaton photographs otthe royal crew,
including-and the best of all-those
of (and guess who) "Hilda" herself
in My-Fair-Lady-ish drag, royal to
the last mile of train and the last
inch of tiara, osprey plume, ostrich
fan and dogcollar.

Summing Up: Not for the butch.
Especially the really butch. K.O.N.

THE ZOO STORY
In New York, as in England, also

in Europe-Germany, soon in Paris
-and now in Los Angeles, there is a
one-act play by a young New Yorker,
Edward Albee, which is having great
success on these stages, The Zoo Story.

The story is of a lost young man
in a big city, wanting, searching to
find love from either men or women
or--animals; but he doesn't find it.
Even the bisexual nature of the hero
does not help him adjust to life.

A wonderfully written play, with
epic-like theme, of so many of our
lonely young men. Thank you, Mr.
Albee! R. H. Stuart
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BOOK SERVICE

PACKAGE DEAL. Available nowhere else. At a $2.00 saving to you. All of James Barr's
books. Quatrefoil, Derricks and Game of Fools for $10.00. An Ideal Gift for any
occasion. Order Now!

ROOM IN CHELSEA SQUARE, Anonymous
An amusing, biting, irreverent novel.

FEATHERS OF DEATH by Simon Raven $3.50
Here is a novel concerning itself with life in a British Regimental Unit on location in a
remote Colony beset with Native political uprisings. The relationship between a Troop
Leader and a Drummerboy has the stamp of something more than mutual regard.

THE SERGEANT, by Dennis Murphy, Viking __ $3.50
Well.paced, skillful story of the seduction of a handsome young G.I. by his sergeant-
up to the drinking buddy stage. Poor ending.

COUP DE GRACE, by Marguerite Yourcenar, F.S.&:L __ __ .. __ $3.00
Coup de Grace is the second of Madam Yourcenar's novels to be translated from the
French by Grace Frick in collaboration with the author, Hadrian's Memoirs being the
first. Coupe de Grace has the same high quality prose as the earlier wo'rk but much
greater swiftness of narrative.

CHRIST AND THE HOMOSEXUAL, by Rev. Robert W. Wood __ $3.95
"Is it proper for two people of the same sex to enter into the institution of marriage?
This is an important question to which I must answer, 'Yes.''' So writes Robert W. Wood,
a prominent Congregational minister who is deeply moved by the immorality. of the
treatment accorded to the homosexual by the Church. This is the first book written by a
responsible clergyman to welcome homosexuals into the Church without demanding that
they give up the practice of homosexuality. This book will still be talked about years
from now ...

MUST YOU CONFORM?, by the late Dr. Robert Lindner __ __ $3.00
"Homosexuality and the Contemporary Scene" and "Must You Conform?" are the two
essays out of the six contained in the book which taken together constitute a Declara-
tion of Independence for the homosexual.

THE HOMOSEXUAL IN AMERICA, by Donald Webster Cory $6.00
A new and revised edition of a history-making book. It is written by a homosexual
and subtitiled "A Subjective Approach."

Remittance must accompany all orders. Add 20c for shipping costs, tax in California.

Address ONE Inc. Book Dept., 232 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles 12, California
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'Cherchez la femme.'

Oh, tiny Siamese lady cat
-beautiful kitten-

The wisdom of a thousand
Years shines from your
Bright, mischievous eyes.

Oh, loving little soul-
Such feminine grace

-and only eight weeks old!

How I love you!

We are betrothed.
You have snored on my sleeve,
Arched your back
And crossed your paws (all four).

(Love poem
to a

Lady Cat)

PYEWACKET
My heart is gone
As I contemplate the
Mysterious infinitude of

"There arrive in Los Angeles and
its vicinity each day about two hun-
dred and fifty homosexuals," wrote
Charles Rowland, then director of
ONE's Social Service Division in
1956"'. This immigration had been ap-
parent to us ever since ONE's found-
ing in 1952. What was not known
then was where these people go; what
they do; what becomes of them.

When we established offices we soon
discovered that for many the answers
to the problems of homosexual living
were not easy to come by. That where-
as many homosexuals make satisfac-
tory adjustments and lead busy, useful
lives, others simply are not able to.
The new arrivals as well as established
residents created a heavy demand for
counsel of those in trouble with the
law, or without jobs, or with family
problems. From their questions con-
cerning vocational guidance, employ-
ment service, legal assistance and
emotional problems, ONE's Social
Service Division emerged. As a result,
a very large collection of personal doc-
uments and case histories accumulated

-and extensive training and experience
was given to staff members in dealing
with the problems of homosexuals.

To give some idea of the nature and
the scope of ONE's files, there have
been since 1952 more than 16,000 con-
tacts made with individuals resulting
in written records. There have been
approximately 4,000 telephone calls
received ranging all the way from
simple requests for information to
drunken, obscene railings and hyster-
ical blurtings of those who claimed
they were about to-commit suicide. In
addition, staff members have conduct-
ed about 5,000 interviews with per-
sons who have called at ONE's offices.
In many cases the visits have been
repeated and have resulted in a file
kept up to date and followed through
to completion.

One cannot but wonder how many
thousands of others unable to obtain
sympathetic understanding, working
by day returning home every night,
live and die without quite knowing
what their lives are about. The Jan-
uary 1959 issue of ONE magazine

Womanhood!

-Sten Russell

il..
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saw the inaugeration of Dr. Baker's
column "Toward Understanding" de-
signed to reach this larger audience.
For years we had hoped for such a
column conducted by a fully qual-
ified, professional person who could
answer those questions of a psycho-
logical nature. Dr. Baker's death Jan.
11th prevented the continuing of her
wonderful work. And more than ever
we believe in the desirability of these
things-but we have to fit our beliefs
to reality.

"Case History" is a new column
for that purpose. "Case History" we
hope will extend the work of the So-
cial Service Division. One of the major
factors in understanding our own
problems is to see how others have
dealt with theirs. So much the better
if their efforts were successful. But
"Case History" will not always report
happy endings. We may profit by
other's mistakes. The main purpose
of "Case History" is to encourage the
reader to a better understanding of
-himself. When a malajusted individ-
ual comes to understand himself bet-
ter he becomes much more happy and
adjusted to society. We firmly believe
that homosexuals have a very definite
place in society today. Dr. Baker has
warned that the problems of homosex-
uals can not all be solved by profes-
sional people. Actually, only a tiny
fraction can be helped by the "ex-
perts." She has said that most homo-
sexuals have in the past sought solu-
tions to' their own problems and that
in the future they must continue to
do so.

"Case History," an occasional fea-
ture starting in April, will report the
stories of homosexuals who have had
the courage to try and help themselves
or who have sought that help within
their own ranks and are now, for the
most part, living busy, useful lives.

Director of Social Service
*Homosexuals Taday, p. 81.

GEORGE WEL{;H

517 {;olumbus Avenue

Sandusky, Ohio
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ANTlqVES

Specializing in

Colored Victorian Art

Glass & Other

{;ollector's Items

& Objets d'Art.
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CRUISE I [

THROUGHEUROPE I 1
Your Host-Bill Lambert j

See and Enjoy the Best of Austria,
Denmark, England, France, Germany,

Holland, Italy, Switzerland.

Eight Counbies Thirty Days
Departing September 29, 1961

I .'}..
Cost $1550 Plus Tax

F1y Now, Pay Later Plan
Available, 10% Down.

For Brochure and Complete Itinerary Write I
CONTINENTTOUR

P. O. Box 1990, Dept. 3
Hollywood 28, California I I

And for Other Travel Needs
Tel. in Los Angeles Olive 3-2810

I "

I
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THE BLIND TOO HAVE WISHES

Life's banquet table is piled high,
The people eat and gorge and when
Their bellies bulge they lie and rest
To rise and eat again.

The lost, the lone stand back and grasp,
The discarded bone; the cast off crust;
Sick hearts witness the toast of love,
Spew their vomit across the dust.

-J. Lorna Strayer
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Under no circumstances do the Editors
forward letters from readers to other
persons nor do they answer corre-

spondence making such requests.

PLAYING POSTOFFICE THE NEW WAY

Dear sirs:
It has been brought home to me very

vividly the way in which the Post Office is
working these days. They apparently con-
fiscated a mailing list somewhere which con-
tained my name. I wos accosted today by a
postal inspector who forced me to sign, and
swear to, a statement that I would not re-
ceive through the mails anything which any
postal inspector might judge to be obscene.
I say I was forced to sign the statement-
the alternative was lost time from work for
a series of hearings.

As I pinned the inspector down, in dis-
cussion, to indicate what he meant by "ob-
scene" he insisted that several serious liter-
ary works were in that category. Will we ever
see justice in our lifetime?

Mr. W.
Chicago, Illinois

Dear sirs:
The Postmaster General is having a field

day. Should models be posed today as for
Michelangelo's "David" and photographed
there would promptly be an obscenity charge.
Some of the cases in the current Post Office
reports are quite interesting. For example,
nothing is said as to whether the pictures
seized were obscene or not.

I have seen pictures from some of the
firms being prosecuted and by no stretch of
the imagination could they be called obscene.
Any large art museum has more revealing
pictures and statues and positions-witness
the many faun and satyr groups, or the fa-
mous "Rape of the Sabines" in the Vatican
Museum. If anyone posed for that today or
sold photos of it, into the hoosegow they
would go.

Two of the few gay bars here have been
closed down and I hear that more of the
few left may shortly fall under the ax. I
have been informed that nothing objection-
able went on in either place. Perhaps they

failed to payoff adequately. One hears of
similar closinqs in New York and also Cin-
cinnati.

Mr. B.
Washington, D. C.

Dear editors:
Dol Mcintire's "Tangents" (November,

1960) pointed up a practice that is not only
annoying and irritating, but which is a di-
rect infringement upon the rights of the in-
dividual-the arbitrary and insulting Post
Office practice of "censorship," the somewhat
euphemistic term for a practice that reeks
heavily of the brain-washed husks of human
beings in Orwell's 1984.

It seems that we, in truth, are not allowed
to read what we please-so long as Big
Brother decides what we are intelligent
enough not to be "perverted" by. I can
judge, without the dogmatic censorship of
Postal authorities, what I consider to be good,
and what bad.

Our rights to judgment, intelligence and
freedom are being encroached upon. How
contradictory and self-defeating .is the process
of censorship of both art and literature,
whether it occurs in United States or in any
other country, for something great and good
and worthwhile in man is thereby under-
mined.

Mr. B.
Topeka, Kansas

Dear Bill:
Twelve months ago, for no reason and

without explanation my copies of ONE
stopped coming. I made inquiries but could
not find a satisfactory answer from the Postal
outhoritles. Then yesterday, as suddenly as
they had stopped, I received a full year's
supply.

Mr. R.
Melbourne, Australia

Dear friends:
How about a personal call an the new
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Postmaster General, who lives in Los Angeles,
to get a few of his ideas on censorship and
the like?

Mr. S.
San Francisco, California

ONE, DECEMBER 1960 & JUNE 1954,
ON RELIGION

Dear sirs: .

I think your Christmas issue was one of
the greatest. I only wish that every minister,
priest and rabbi in the country could get a
copy.

The "Open letter to Honorable Davie Ful-
ton" was one of the most touching pieces I
have ever read. It is indeed a shame it can't
be reproduced ana sent to millions of people
who do nothing but condemn us.

I wonder if the voting power of the homo-
sexual papulation of this country will be dis-
cussed at the Midwinter Institute? I think
an article on the subject would help make
the homosexual r·ealize that one defense
they have is the vote, in the event legisla-
tion is ever introduced, or anyone· ever runs
for an office whom we know will defend aur
rights.

Mr. H.
New York, N. Y.

Dear ONEs:
You old miracle workers have done it

again, only better. The Christmas issue was
tremendous!

Mr. A.
La Verne, California

To ONE:
If the homosexual feels he can belong to

a church of whatever breed or description,
I can see no recson for his not doing so but,
despite the fact that such affiliation means
something in the way of social integration,
it is hard for me to see how anyone of in-
tellectual integrity can support an organiza-
tion which condemns him. A homosexual
can privately support true Christianity, but I
feel he is a fool to support an organized
"Christian" church which condemns him
per se.

I feel that organized religions are largely
superstitious fraud. These people are im-
perfect humans whose ex cathedra state-
ments have no authority. They have no more
ability to speak for God than anyone else.

Very important was the article on "Ju-
velitus" (November, 1960) indicating the
changes of law regarding homosexuality in
France. De Gaulle is a Catholic Facist, and
the trend in France today is in that direction.

Mr. J.
Portland, Oregon

'l

BRICKBAT DEPARTMENT

Sirs:
I want to expose your pseudo-scientific

ideas. My brother was one who believed in
your kind of logic before a psychiatrist
cured him. Today he enjoys sexual inter-
course with girls. He has also denounced
his former homosexual beliefs.

You know why people are homosexuals.
They are uninformed. They have received
no schooling on sexuality when they were
young. Homosexuals are backward people.
It was generally accepted in Greco-Roman
times as a good thing to be a homosexual.
Today we have killed those morals. The
homosexual has no place in modern times.

One day in the future we will have edu-
cated the world and homosexuality will be
history. Nazi ideas of the master race were
believed. So are your ideas taken to be true
by some.

Mr. H.
New York, N. Y.

Dear friends:
I disagree with Don Slater's Editorial (Oc-

tober, 1960) saying that homosexuals do
"not merge and jell easily with the masses."
For every reason which makes homosexuals
individuals I can give you two which makes
them conformists.

Mr. L.
Los Angeles, California

Dear Mr. Slater:
I wish to take you to task for your Editorial.

You state that homosexuality and commu-
nism are inimical. I disagree most heartily.
I think that only when we have a greater de-
gree of socialism in our life with its conse-
quent greater liberty of trying to understand
the various sociological problems, will homo-
sexuality have a chance to be understood
properly.

Historically we know of many revolution-
ary heroes who struggled and gave their
lives for the emancipation of mankind who
themselves were apparently leading homo-
sexual lives. One cannot say that our own
government offers such liberty that the homo-
sexual feels free to go about his business
without covering up a bit. Try getting a civil
service job, corporation job, or anything else
of that nature while freely admitting that
you lead a homosexual life.

Dr. G.
North Hollywood,
California

Dear friends:
Please permit me a comment regarding

the material published in the Magazine. In
most of the articles, stories, etc., it seems to
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